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RAMBLERS NORTHUMBRIA AREA 

Minutes of the 74th Annual General Meeting held at the Visitor Centre, 

Durham Wildlife Trust, Rainton Meadows, Houghton le Spring at 2 p.m. on 

Saturday 26th 

January 2013. 26 members attended the Meeting. 

1.  Welcome  

Denis Borley, Chair of Sunderland Group welcomed members to the Meeting. 

2.  Chair’s introduction 

Judith Taylor explained that Northumbria Area was currently without an Area 

Chair, and that she and Ann Key, the Vice Chair, had been sharing the role 

informally. Ann had been unable to attend the meeting. In Ann’s place she 

thanked Pat Jackson for arranging such a good venue for the meeting, and 

Bill McQue for leading such an enjoyable walk that morning. 

Judith explained that the Committee had, perhaps, created a rod for its own 

back by referring to “going paperless” with reference to the walks book and 

Walk Northumbria.  

Northumbria Area was not going paperless, but was trying to save costs by 

reducing the amount of paper used, and in particular, postage costs. Each 

mailing was costing Area about £1,000. Members would know from the latest 

edition of Walk Northumbria that members who continued to need paper 

copies of the walks book and Walk Northumbria would still receive them. Area 

was trying to make sure that members received the information they needed 

in the way they wanted. 

3.  Apologies for absence had been received from Ann Key, Tom Turnbull 

(Northumbria Short Circuits), Gilbert Roberts, Alan Mitcham, Irene Bell, Ken 

Hughes, Ruth Robards, and M.Quick. 

4.  The Minutes of the 73rd Annual General Meeting were agreed as being 

a true record of that Meeting. Proposed by Neil Allender and seconded by Bill 

Gallon. 

5.  Matters arising.  

Judith Taylor said that Gilbert Roberts had been appointed as  

Countryside Officer. Bill Gallon said that no ideas for a competition had been 

received from members, and the books had gone elsewhere. There were no 

other matters arising. 
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6.  Adoption of the Accounts.  

Arthur Quick explained that the Area had spent less than its allocation and 

there was pressure from Central Office to return unspent money. In addition, 

expenditure would be lower in the coming year because of the expected 

reduction in postage costs. Area had a healthy cash balance with a cash 

surplus of £4771. 

Rob Hutchinson asked what Groups could spend money on as Groups should 

keep as much as possible. Arthur Quick said that all expenditure must comply 

with Ramblers’ charitable objectives. Cath Chaytor enquired whether Hexham 

could buy special screwdrivers to help in their footpath maintenance work. 

Nuala Wright said that more first aid courses would be necessary in 2013. 

Mavis Harris asked that thought be given to using the savings that would be 

made as a result of reduced postage costs. It was proposed that Walk 

Northumbria could be produced more than twice a year. Pat Jackson 

confirmed that she was happy to do this as she was no longer Sunderland 

secretary, and Judith Taylor promised to discuss this at the next Executive 

Meeting. 

Groups were invited to submit ideas for expenditure to the Area Secretary for 

consideration. 

Arthur Quick was thanked for all his work with the accounts, and the Meeting 

approved the Accounts-proposed Dave Turnbull, and seconded by Cath 

Chaytor. 

7.  Adoption of Annual Report 

The Meeting adopted the Annual Report. Proposed by Nuala Wright. 

Seconded by Mavis Harris. 

8.  Appointment of Independent Examiner of Accounts 

Kathryn Howard was willing to continue and was re-appointed. Proposed by 

Malcolm McVey. Seconded by Kathleen Tweddle. 

9.  Election of Officers 

Judith Taylor said that Area had been looking for an Area Chair but without 

success. Judith was prepared to take the role if there were no other 

candidates, but on the strict understanding that it would be for a limited time 

only. She did not want to be Chair at the 2014 AGM. Malcolm McVey 
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proposed and Nuala Wright seconded her appointment, and she was duly 

elected. 

Pat Jackson as Walk Northumbria editor and Dave Turnbull as Media Contact 

had offered to stand down if replacements could be found. Judith Taylor 

thanked Pat for her work over 5/6 years. She had put her own stamp on Walk 

Northumbria and it had gone from strength to strength. Dave Turnbull had 

been an excellent contact between Ramblers and the outside world. 

There being no candidates to replace existing Officers, and all Officers being 

willing to continue, the Meeting re-elected all existing Officers. Proposed by 

Denis Borley and seconded by Jon Davison. 

With the appointment of Judith Taylor as Chair, there were now 4 Independent 

Members. All were willing to continue and were re-appointed. Proposed by 

Pat Jackson and seconded by Arthur Quick. 

10. General Council 

General Council would be on 13/14 April 2013 at the University of Warwick in 

Coventry.  

Members who wished to attend were asked to contact the Area Secretary as 

soon as possible. 

11. Any Other Business 

Malcolm McVey enquired whether some of the extra money Area had could 

be used to buy the latest Microsoft package for Officers and Group officials. It 

was agreed that this would be discussed at the next Area Council meeting. 

Malcolm McVey said that smaller walking books had been produced in the 

past, and perhaps this could be done again. It was agreed that this would be 

on the agenda for the next meeting.  

Bill Gallon was concerned that there had been complete silence about the 

contract to manage National Trails-he had wanted to make representations on 

behalf of the Pennine Association. Des de Moor from Central Office explained 

that a confidentiality clause had prevented Ramblers from disclosing who had 

won the contract to take over National Trails. Now that it was known that Walk 

England had won the contract, he suggested that Bill should contact Central 

Office to discuss what Bill’s Association should say. 

12. Date and Venue of next AGM 
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The 75th AGM would be held on Saturday 25thJanuary 2014, at a venue to be 

decided by the hosting group. 

Des de Moor as Guest Speaker spoke about walking and its health benefits. It 

had been established that 150 minutes of moderate exercise a week was 

required to keep healthy. Only 39% of men and 29% of women achieved this 

target. It had been proved that inactivity increased the chances of cancer, 

heart problems etc. significantly, shortening lifespan by between 3 and 5 

years. Government was now realising how much inactivity costs and had 

decided to promote physical activity, particularly walking.  

Get Walking, Keep Walking continued, but Ramblers were now running 

Walking for Health.  

Ramblers should consider promoting more health walks. These could create 

links with local Ramblers’ Groups. 

Involvement with Walking for Health had given Ramblers more connection 

with key decision makers. Money from the health programme could be used to 

improve the walking environment by improving paths, stiles and so on. 

Get Walking/Keep Walking money had helped to pay for Ramblers Routes. 

The Meeting ended at 3.25 p.m. 

Neil Allender (Minutes). 

 

 

Did you know that you can now download this Annual Report from the 

Northumbria Area website? 

 

Go to:  http://www.northumbriaramblers.org.uk/ 
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Northumbria Area in 2013  
 

 
Officers’ Reports 

Area Chair 
 
Northumbria Area has concentrated on three main issues during 2013. 
Use of Website 
Due to an increase in postal charges, the cost of mailing the two publications, 
the Walks Programme and the Area Newsletter, amounted to approximately 
£2,000 per year.  It was felt that this was too large an amount to justify , 
especially as many members were already using the website to access 
information.  Requests for more members to forgo printed copies in favour of 
using the website had had little effect so the decision was taken to ask those 
members who wished to continue receiving printed copies to contact the 
committee with their request.  Any member who did not have access to a 
computer or who simply preferred to have printed copies was assured that 
they would continue to receive them. 
There were 264 requests for the continuation of printed copies.  This number 
may rise as a further notice has been issued so that any member who was not 
aware of the original request to apply for printed copies to be posted or who 
may have had a change of mind could continue to receive Area information in 
a preferred form. 
Had the above action not been taken, Area funds would have been seriously 
stretched. 
Training 
Training courses have been held throughout the summer.  Area has 
subsidised the cost to members using money saved by reducing postage and 
printing costs. 
Objections to proposed wind farm sites. 
The area covered by Northumbria Ramblers has seen a surge in wind farm 
developments during the past two years.  This year, the Executive Committee 
has raised two objections to such developments with a third pending.  All 
objections comply with Ramblers’ National Policy on wind farms which is that 
we do not object to wind farms per se but, when any proposed site threatens a 
right of way or would have an adverse impact on a sensitive area in the 
countryside, we, as volunteers, elected by the membership to undertake 
corporate responsibility for enacting Ramblers’ policy at Area level, take 
appropriate action. 
 
Judith Taylor 
Northumbria Area Chair 
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Membership Secretary 

The overall picture for the year from October 2012 to October 2013 does once 
again, not make for good reading. A loss of 148 does not look too bad, but 
when you factor in 264 new and re-instated members, to add to that, things 
look very black indeed.  
 
This means that 409 members have lapsed, resigned or died. 
 
I have attempted to tabulate below, the figures I have taken from the Head 
Office monthly reports to try and give you a better picture of what is happening 
to the Area. 
 

DATE TOTAL AT THE END OF EACH MONTH      NEW AND RE-INSTATED MEMBERS TO AREA

Oct-12 2373

Nov-12 2359 15

Dec-12 2364 24

Jan-13 2347 24

Feb-13 2332 13

Mar-13 2329 27

Apr-13 2316 22

May-13 2293 32

Jun-13 2272 12

Jul-13 2254 24

Aug-13 2251 20

Sep-13 2235 24

Oct-13 2228 27

TOTAL LOSS         148 TOTAL GAIN         264

OVERALL LOSS, (TAKING INTO ACCOUNT ADDED MEMBERS ) 409  
 
Percentage loss for the Area is 6.11% 
Looking at the whole of Ramblers GB, they have lost 5.8%   
Over the past few months I have been trying to get to grips with The Head 
Office reports. They are quite hard to make sense of, as there are many 
anomalies with their number crunching! and the seemingly random format 
they have for their presentation. I am still trying to sort it out with the 
Membership Department, (when I can get through to them). 
 
This year, in an attempt to go green, and save The Area some money, The 
Walks Programmes and Walk Northumbria (WN) were loaded straight onto 
our website (in colour), for anyone to view and print them off if they so wished. 
Paper copies were only sent to those who had asked for them, by returning 
the request slips from the previous WN.  
Subsequent additions have been to my list by word of mouth, by phone, or via 
Judith Taylor or Ann Key. The number at the moment stands at 260, which is 
a big saving from around 1800. We sent 200 Programmes, WN and 
Northumbria Welcome letters, direct to Head Office for them to be included in 
their New Members Welcome Packs, thus saving us the time and cost of 
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posting them ourselves. This worked very well at first until for whatever 
reason, they forgot? to put the programmes in, causing a load of trouble for 
me. I have since learned that they have found them, but as yet have not found 
if they are putting in the packs 
Malcolm McVey 

Membership Secretary 

 

Access  Officer 

 
Countryside and Rights of Way Act 2000 
 
The Review of the CROW Act maps illustrating where access rights apply 
should be carried out every 10 years. Although the timetable meant that the 
first review should take place commencing 2011, no date has been set by 
Natural England, due to restrictions on their budget. 
 
Access restrictions are still in force affecting use of Access Land.  These can 
be viewed on the Natural England website: 
http://www.naturalengland.org.uk/ourwork/access/openaccess/ 
 
There are currently concerns about the fencing of common land which forms 
part of access land in the North Pennines.  Rather than putting in new fencing 
using government grants, traffic management measures should be used to 
slow traffic, as it is considered that commons should remain open and 
unenclosed for public access and because they are a vital part of the 
landscape. 
 
Coast Access  
One section of the England Coast Path has been open to the public in Dorset, 
from Portland to Lulworth Cove.   
 
The next sections to be opened will be the section of the Durham, Hartlepool 
and Sunderland coast from North Gare to South Bents, and the section of 
the Cumbrian coast from Allonby to Whitehaven.  The reports for these two 
sections were approved by the Secretary of State on 16th July 2013.   The 
section of the Norfolk Coast from Sea Paling to Weybourne is awaiting 
determination by the Secretary of State following the publication of the final 
report on 22 July 2013.   
 
The report for Somerset, from Brean Down to Minehead was published on 17 
October 2013,  and for Kent from Folkstone to Ramsgate on 28 October 
2013.    
 
Development work is underway from Whitehaven to Silcroft in Cumbria, Filey 
Brigg to North Gare in North Yorkshire and Teeside, Lyme Regis to Portland 
in Dorset, and Folkstone to Camber in Kent.  Proposals are being finalised 
with landowners for the Kent Coast from Folkstone to Ramsgate and for the 
Norfolk Coast from Hopton on Sea to Sea Palling. 
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It is currently estimated that the Northumberland Coast will be considered in 
2015-16, and the northern section of the Cumbrian Coast in 2014-15. 
 
For further details see Natural England website: 
http://www.naturalengland.org.uk/ourwork/access/coastalaccess 
 

Nuala Wright 

 

 

Publicity, Information and Literature 

I have spent most of this year organising Courses for Area RA Ramblers to 
take part in, and it has been an administrative nightmare. Many people were 
unable to take part as I didn’t have correct details for them. Others didn't have 
dates in time to plan ahead as I was trying to arrange dates to suit people. 
This doesn’t work so in 2014 dates will be available in March and booking and 
payment will be made in advance. 
The Area subsidises these course.  We have a very favourable rate from the 
Trainer, Richard Holmes and then we only charge £10 per course, payable in 
advance. Watch out for the list of courses in the newsletter in the New Year, 
and then Dates which will be advertised on the website in March. 
These courses are run for the benefit of our members and as well as being a 
fun day out do enhance your enjoyment of walking. Give them a go!! 
I still have the map library even though it has moved house along with me. If 
you need a map and don’t want to buy one, I have most of the Explorer series 
of local areas as well as some further afield. A phone call will get you a map. 
Those of you who remember planting Joe's Wood up near Simonside near 
Rothbury will be pleased to know it is looking good and all the trees are 
thriving. Do go and see it. Park in the Forest car park a mile past 
Lordenshaws and walk up. A short but rewarding walk. AND it is now marked 
on the Ordnance survey map as "Joe's Wood." 
 

Ann Key  

 

Rights of Way Co-ordinator 

Whilst we would like to see more local authority spending on rights of way, we 
continue to have reasonable relations with the local authorities and there are 
few major issues to report. 
Northumberland County Council has taken a small step towards solving the 
long-standing problems at Smoutel Ford on the River Rede, where we are still 
asking for a viable river crossing.  The Council have contracted W A Fairhurst 
to perform a feasibility study to determine the best crossing point and look at 
the likely costings of suitable bridle bridges and Irish fords.  There are no 
guarantees that the council will find the money to go ahead with the works but 
this is a start.  A new bridge (if it is built) will open up a tract of access land to 
the south and west of Otterburn which currently is not accessible to us. 
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Newcastle City Council has persisted with its attempt to close the public 
footpath that runs through Morley Hill Farm near Brunswick Village.  After 
failing with their Section 116 extinguishment order, they turned to a different 
procedure using Section 118 of the Highways Act.  There is to be a hearing 
with the Planning Inspectorate in Newcastle on 27 Nov 2013 at which we will 
be represented by myself, Colin Braithwaite and Steve Germain.  The 
council’s main case rests on the fact that the footpath is not needed – we 
strongly contest this and we have witness statements from Rambler members 
that would suggest otherwise.  Particular thanks are due to Janet Davis at 
Ramblers Head Office for help in drafting our ‘statement of case’ to the 
Inspector and to Colin Braithwaite who has doggedly pursued the council 
since the problem came to our notice in early 2010. 
The development of wind farms in the north of Northumberland continues to 
be an issue.  Formal planning application has been made for nine large 
turbines with a tip height of 100 metres just to the west of Belford, an area 
often visited on group walks (particularly Tyneside and Berwick groups).  
Several members of the Exec Committee visited the site and walked along the 
adjacent public footpath (just 100m away from three of the proposed turbines) 
early in the summer.  Later in the summer, a larger group (members of 
Tyneside and Berwick Ramblers) visited the site of another proposed wind 
farm just to the north.  Both wind farms would have a significant impact on the 
landscape and would detract considerably from our enjoyment of the 
countryside – the turbines would tower above the adjacent hills of Bowden 
Doors and Greensheen Hill which currently offer unspoilt views of the 
Cheviots and the Northumberland Coast and Holy Island.  An objection on 
behalf of Ramblers has been lodged with the planning authority. 
We tried earlier in the year to form a group of volunteers from Tyneside 
Ramblers to undertake footpath maintenance in the area.  Around 20 
volunteers from the regular Wednesday 9.30 and 10.00 buses put their names 
down for undertaking tasks such as surveying, way-marking and vegetation 
clearance.  The Footpath Officer at Gateshead Council was very keen to 
make use of our services but after several months this came to nothing – a 
disappointing result.  A meeting is now due to take place with the Rights of 
Way Team at Northumberland CC and we expect to set up a volunteer task 
force meeting on a regular basis to help maintain rights of way in the southern 
half of the county (S of Rothbury and Alnwick).  Note that Hexham Ramblers 
already undertake FP maintenance in SW Northumberland. 
Thanks as usual to the Group FP Secretaries who keep track of local issues, 
liaising with local authorities on a day to day basis. 
 
Alan Mitcham 
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Countryside Officer  

Live Issues 
 
Wind turbines 
 
These continue to dominate the agenda because of the way in which they are 
taking industrialization out into the very areas where we go to get away from 
our built environment and seek open spaces. Now that some major 
developments have become dominant features across Northumberland 
(including Green Rigg near Sweethope Loughs, Wingates near Simonside 
and Middlemoor & Wandylaw near the north Northumberland coast) there has 
been an upsurge in concern expressed by members. There has also been a 
great deal of concern about the transformation of our landscape, expressed in 
local media such as the Journal and the Northumbrian.  
 
While the majority of concerns I am aware of are from people who feel their 
enjoyment of the landscape on walks has been negatively impacted, a very 
small but vocal minority have queried the involvement of the Ramblers. Most 
members will be aware of the Ramblers policy, but it may be worth restating 
here that it includes: “we are concerned about the impact that large-scale 
industrial wind developments have on the countryside” and “We do not want 
to ban wind farms, but rather ensure that they are appropriately sited avoiding 
National Parks, Areas of Outstanding Natural Beauty and other scenic areas”.  
 
Consistent with this, we have made objections to a very few developments 
where we feel these will have a particularly severe effect on some of our most 
important walking areas and trails. It is important that walkers have a voice in 
the planning process, but in order to achieve this we need to ensure that 
representations by members are from the perspective of walkers and are not 
coloured by any commercial interests that members may legitimately pursue 
elsewhere. Indeed, as a point of procedure it would normally be expected that 
those with interests in renewable energy would excuse themselves from 
discussions of this matter. It is up to the planners to decide how to balance the 
interests of walkers amongst the multitude of other considerations (such as 
representations from the renewable energy lobby) to be taken into account 
when determining where best to site wind turbine developments.  
 
Of the c.120 developments in Northumberland involving one or more wind 
turbines of over 100 feet at some stage of planning, the following are currently 
of concern: 

• Belford Burn, proposal for 9 * 100m turbines – objection lodged to 
planning application on grounds of proximity to sensitive areas 
including Greensheen Hill, Bowden Doors, Holy Island, St Cuthbert’s 
Cave and St Cuthbert’s Way.  

• Follions Farm, near Thropton - an application has been submitted for a 
78m wind turbine. This was unanimously rejected by councillors but 
has been appealed by the applicant. We submitted an objection on the 
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grounds of impact on the landscape of the Coquet valley, especially in 
the view of the Cheviots from Simonside. 

• Middleton Burn (nr St Cuthberts Cave) 14 * 125m – application still 
awaited 

• Middle Hill, Elsdon, near Winters Gibbet; 9 x 125m; still no planning 
application submitted. 

 
Open Cast 
 
Highthorn, Druridge Bay 
This development would impact on an area behind Druridge Bay for many 
years. At first sight it does not appear to impact directly on the most used 
waking areas, and other bodies such as NWT seem positive. Nevertheless, to 
ensure walkers have a positive input on plans at an early stage, Judith Taylor 
has arranged a meeting with developers Banks.  
 
Gilbert Roberts 

 

 

 

Walk Northumbria 

After a brief flirtation with the idea of resigning as editor of Walk Northumbria, I 
find myself still sitting with blue pencil in hand! 
 
The biggest change to report is not with the content or, obviously, with the 
style but with the advent of the introduction of the web version of WN, which is 
the same as the hard copy except that the photographs are in colour on line. 
Of course, there are those who prefer to keep receiving the hard copy but the 
reduction in the number of members having their copies mailed to them 
means a lot less postage to pay. It was therefore decided at a recent area 
committee meeting to revert to quarterly editions to see how well received it 
would be and it may well prove to be the case that, should four issues a year 
continue, the pages may be reduced from twelve to eight. It is all a bit ‘up in 
the air’ at the moment but, I’m here to do the bidding of the membership!! I 
look to the future of WN with great interest!! 
 

Pat Jackson (Editor) 
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Group Reports 
 

Alnwick and District Group 

Attendance at Alnwick Ramblers walks has been good with a maximum of 26 
and an average of about 14 over the year. We only cancelled 2 walks despite 
the poor winter. Fortunately the summer has been better. We must 
congratulate Chairman Penny Ford in encouraging some fresh faces to lead 
the walks and thank all the walk leaders and the members who supported 
them. It was good to see a more challenging walk added by Sarah Brandfoot 
and John. The Tuesday morning short walks have also been popular and will 
be continued. 
The linear walk along the Tweed valley from Paxton to Berwick 12th May 2013 
was very pleasant. Thank you Penny Ford and Derek Gander for leading this 
“away day” trip.  Thank you also to Elidh Gardiner for keeping our web page 
up to date. The 4 Skills at Ingram and the Navigation course at Alnham were 
very useful to those who attended. We had an enjoyable pooled supper at 
Shibottle Community Hall 16th March 2013 with some fantastic food followed 
by a slide show of walks, a game of bowls and the obligatory quiz. Linda Law 
and Penny Ford attended an Area meeting at Stannington, which enabled us 
to be introduced to other groups, and helped us organise combined walks with 
Berwick and also possibly Morpeth. 
Our membership is down to 59 although it is good to welcome 4 new 
members this year. 
Bill Harries has reported problems with blocked footpaths and we are glad to 
report the County Council has acted on these with tree clearance and new 
gates.  
Congratulations to Colin Whitney and Ronnie Knox on their 80th birthdays this 
year. 
We sorely miss Bob Chater and our thoughts are with Pauline and family. 
So this has been a year of mixed fortunes for look forward to the next season 
and hope to increase our numbers. 
 
Linda Law  
 

Berwick Group 

Berwick Ramblers have had a busy year.  Two members 
waymarked part of St Oswald's Way from Holy Island Causeway to 
the road running from Belford to Bamburgh; the previous year they 
waymarked the coastal path section between Holy Island 
Causeway and Berwick Railway Station.  Together with Spittal 
Improvement Trust we have a claim in (as a right of way) for a well 
used path running from the end of Spittal Promenade to the 
coastal path at the top of the cliff - this is not currently a right of 
way, but is an important pathway.  Our Footpaths Secretary has 
been dealing with the usual path problems - obstructions, 
diversions etc.  The group is making a financial contribution to the 
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repair and re-opening of Askew's Walk; this is a popular local path 
which links the Plantation at the end of the Riverside Walk to the 
road above.  Funds to do this have been raised from the sale of 
three volumes of local walks produced by the group.  The group 
continues to meet on Sunday, and occasionally Saturday, for a 
variety of walks led by members; and we have an annual weekend 
away, which this year was in Keswick.   
 

Annie Watt 

 

Chester-le-Street 

Group Membership 
2012 86 92 94 93 93 94 94 93 90 91 90
 88 91.50 ave 
2013 89          83. 87. 84. 84. 84.        90. 95. 95.  
  87.89 ave 
2012 finished the year with 88 members but with an overall average of 91.5  
2013 year to date 95 members (in September) but with an overall average 
87.89 a drop of 4.1%  
Plenty of inquiries, some have joined but have not walked yet, others have 
tried but not joined yet 

Sunday Walks Turnout 
2012 28 39 22 26 27 45  21 13 21 19
 25 45 10 13 28 2 38 13 8 47 30
 23 16 18 21 23.92 ave 
2013 25 6 17 12 15 10 19 42 20 17 21
 19 38 17 2 20 24 35 25 20 33 
     20.81 ave 
2012 average turnout was 23.92 walkers including coach trip walks with 89% 
bums on seats  
2013 year to date average turnout is 20.81 walks including coach trip walks 
with only 75.6% bums on seats. 
 But last minute cancellations causing problems with extra costs for travelling 
members, 
 Overall walk numbers down 14.9% on 2012 
A serious effort has been made to include  shorter walks for our less able 
members (word is slowly spreading) 

Wednesday Evening Short Walk, 
2013 7 7 13 13 9 11 13 15 11 13 14
 11.45 ave 
Proving to be quite popular, with walks of about 4 miles 
Thursday Morning Short Walk (to date) A New Venture, with walks of 4/5 
miles 
2013 7 7 7 7 4 9 8    
  7 ave 
This 1 per month walk has been extended by request, could be most of them 
have included a tearoom/coffee shop! 
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Social Events 
A Ceilidh in March raised £1005 plus for the “Lifeblood” charity,  
A group went 10 pin bowling at the Washington Bowl 
Another Ceilidh was held in late September in aid of West Rainton Green 
Group 
A Summer solstice walk at South Shields attracted a few walkers 
A group did a tour of Durham Castle 
Theatre trips & regular Domino nights in aid of the Lepra Charity  
“Chit Chat”  the group newsletter still going strong, with stories about past 
walk-events /jokes/poems/ crosswords, next issue out November 1st 2013, 
also posted on Chester-le-Street page of the area website, as are the 
Wednesday & Thursday short walk programs, 
Still emailing weekly walk & event reminders/updates. 
 
Jon Davison 
 
 
Derwentside Group 

Our overall membership has fallen from 90 to 74 in the past year. But  
attendance on walks has remained high and we have attracted some new  
members to replace those who have retired.  And some of the new ones are  
young people, which is encouraging for the future. 
The main topic of debate this year has been our proposed coach trip. In the  
past, members have been reluctant to claim expenses for planning walks.  
One member suggested that we could use the claims as a way of saving up  
for a coach trip. This had the desired effect and hopefully by next summer we  
will have enough saved to get away. 
The annual dinner was held at the Black Horse Inn, Beamish. 19 people  
turned up and it was a great success. 
This year we resumed evening walks in the early part of Summer as the  
evenings grew longer, something we had not done for some years. And we  
now have so many walk leaders that only one person led two walks in the last  
programme. Overall, we are doing well. 
 
Vaughan Davidson 

 

Durham Group 

The membership of the Group has increased over the year by 8 and now 
stands at 134.  This is made up of 17 new members and 9 people dropping 
out.  I am also pleased to say that all but 2 of the new members forwarded 
their e-mail addresses.  This still leaves a significant number of members 
without known e-mail addresses, 79 out of the 136.  I am in the process of 
contacting some of the longstanding members to see whether they now have 
e-mail. 
 
I use e-mail to contact the membership of the Group, usually once a week 
with at least notification of the walks that will be on in the following 7 days.  
The mailing list of members and those who have shown an interest in the 
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Group is 177 strong, but this goes to only about half the membership.  I also 
have a list of addresses derived from the “Get Walking Keep Walking” project 
which is 283 strong.  I keep this list informed of the short walks that have been 
organised by the Durham Group.  Roger Carpenter was significantly involved 
with the “Get Walking Keep Walking” in Co Durham that was organised by the 
Ramblers and the County Council.  This project finished last year but the 
Group has continued to organise short walks in the local area.  The Saturday 
walks were targeted at this group, but have only had a moderate success in 
attracting walkers, so they could well be discontinued. 
 
Roger Carpenter and Richard Fletcher have organised 67 walks during 2013.  
There were reasonably long walks on Sundays (25) and Wednesdays (21).  
Shorter walks of 5 miles or less have been organised on Monday evenings 
(12), Wednesday mornings (5) and Saturdays (4).  The attendance has been 
vary variable, but with reasonable weather ranging from 6 to 30.  The average 
attendance has been 15 for Sunday walks and 9 for Wednesday walks.  The 
Monday evening walks have been very popular with an average attendance of 
16.  One walk was cancelled due to flooding. 
 
Roger Carpenter, the Durham Group’s Footpath Officer, has only had limited 
consultation from Durham County Council on footpath diversions, 
developments etc none of which were contentious.  The low level of 
consultation may reflect the poor state of the economy. 
 
Ivy Papps, the Group’s Social Secretary, has organised events during the 
year.  The Christmas lunch was enjoyed by all and the picnic on Holy Island 
was a great success. 
 

Cliff Ludman 

 

 

Gateshead Group 

After a very pleasant walk on November 10th last year in the Whickham area 
we assembled at St Mary’s Rectory Hall for our packed lunch and AGM. At 
the conclusion of the meeting as well as an empty lunch box I left the hall as 
Secretary of the Gateshead Group, I seem to remember a saying that one 
volunteer is better than ten pressed Ramblers. Hence my job of writing this 
today. 
 
Once again the Group has had a good year walking most Saturdays, going as 
far North as Kirk Yetholm and South to Commondale in North Yorkshire. The 
Group has had two very good “away days” with trips to Keswick and Whitby 
giving walkers the choice of two walks or a day visit for anyone who did not 
wish to walk. The Group has also had a four-day holiday to the Lakes staying 
at Hassness House, which is an excellent location and venue .The Group also 
had a six-day walking holiday to the Peak District.  
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As well as the AGM we have had two further committee meetings making use 
of the Community rooms at Swalwell Fire Station. The Group continues to do 
well socially meeting on a few occasions throughout the year for meals and a 
natter. 
At the moment we are working on our next schedule of walks that I am sure 
will be as interesting and varied as the previous. 
 

Peter Blacklock 

 

 

Hexham Group 

Hexham Group has had a good year making the most of the good weather. 
The group has managed to walk every week with some walks with the 
Ponteland Group. Lack of support on some walks has been a problem. This 
has been considered by the Group Committee and ways of increasing access 
to a greater number of walkers are being considered, particularly some 
shorter/slower walks. The Group footpath way marking group has been active 
with several parishes complete. Work has also been undertaken on the north 
section of the Pennine Way. 
 

Ken Hughes 

 

Morpeth Group 

We continue to walk twice a month on Sundays.  Our programme over the 
year has been varied with coastal, field, moorland and hill walks with a 
different type of venue for our pre Christmas walk when we started from 
Tynemouth Priory. 
 
In June four of our members joined with others from different groups to attend 
a 4 skills training day organised by Northumbria Ramblers. This took place 
near Ingram Valley and covered leadership skills, first aid, map reading and 
using a compass.  It was a lovely sunny day and everyone enjoyed it and 
thought it had been very worthwhile. 
 
For our Christmas outing we went to the Beresford Arms at Whalton and had 
a very enjoyable evening.  The road from Morpeth to Whalton was somewhat 
flooded but everyone managed to get home safely.  In the summer we had a 
meal at the Thai restaurant in Morpeth which was also most enjoyable   Our 
thanks to Diana for arranging these. 
 
The size of our group has shrunk considerably over the years and we are now 
a rather small group.  We would welcome any suggestions as to how we can 
encourage some more people to join us.  
 

Margaret Siggens 
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Northumbria Short Circuits 

As reported at the April Area Meeting, we have used the Group Constitution 
Model Document on the Ramblers Website to produce a Constitution for this 
group and as a result our Annual General Meeting will now take place during 
the first three months of the financial year to comply with the requirements of 
that document. 
This year our AGM will take place on Saturday 23rd November at the Friends 
Meeting House, Gosforth commencing at 1400hrs.   
This change was formally approved at our last AGM on 19th January 2013. 
The group continues to grow and attract new members. We reported 69 
members at the October 2012 Area Council Meeting based on the numbers 
given on the NN30 Report from Ramblers HQ but following a Data Cleansing 
Exercise in November and December 2013 this figure was proved to be 
incorrect and we actually had 75 members. 
During this Financial Year 18 people have joined the group and 10 people 
have left so we now have 83 members at the end of September 2013. 
The continued growth of the group may in some part be due to the “Short 
Walks” we do, that these are on a Saturday and the warm welcome given to 
prospective new members who join us for a “taster walk”. 
A large degree of the group’s success is due in no small measure to the 
dedication and hard work of David Moore our Walks Coordinator who has 
again produced an excellent Walks Programme and encouraged several 
members to lead walks for the first time. 
We still hold walks every two weeks and are regularly attracting  35/40 people 
to each walk. 
A number of walks were arranged to start and finish at Metro Stations so that 
members could use public transport and be environmentally friendly. 
Following a pleasant walk from Kingston Park to Callerton on 9th February 
some 40 members had a very enjoyable lunch at the Wheatsheaf (Premier 
Inn) at Callerton. 
The Walking Weekend based in Scarborough in June which was organised 
and led by Pat & Owen Oliver was a great success with 18 members enjoying 
three interesting and varied walks. 
The “Away Day” by bus to Kilburn (White Horse) in September for a walk and 
an evening meal organised by David Moore, Pauline Sewell and a small team 
was also very successful and over 30 members had a good day out. 
The plans for a Walking Weekend in June 2014 based in Melrose are well in 
hand. This weekend is again being organised and led by Pat & Owen Oliver. 
The event is now fully subscribed and the accommodation is booked. 
Overall this has been a very successful and enjoyable year and the group has 
benefited from having a great “team spirit” within the committee and the group 
as a whole.  
 

Tom Turnbull 
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Northumbria Family Walking Group 

For further details email nfamilywalking@gmail.com or visit our website 

https://sites.google.com/site/nfwgroupsite/  

 

 

Northumbria Walking Group (20s and 30s Group) 

Membership 
We have a reasonably consistent membership, with a lot of potential new 
members contacting us for information about walks and at least one potential 
new member joining us on most of our walks each week. Not everyone 
returns, but a good number do and report finding the group relaxed and 
friendly. 
 
Walks 
Our walks programme is very fluid, with our online calendar constantly 
changing and being added to, with walks programmed for at least one to two 
months in advance. We have had walks scheduled for every weekend 
throughout the year, primarily on a Sunday but also on the odd Saturday. 
During the summer months we had a few mid week evening walks, which 
were well attended. Attendance on our walks has varied considerably, from a 
handful of people up to almost 40 people. Our walks have taken place all over 
the North of England, with long weekends away to places such as the Lake 
District and Yorkshire Dales. We now have three Programme Coordinators on 
the committee, to help encourage people to lead walks, so we’re hoping for a 
bumper year of walks! 
 
Socials 
The social side of the club has dwindled over the last year, compared to 
previous years, with generally only a monthly pub night to look forward to, with 
the odd other event, such as 10 pin bowling. For main events, we had our 
annual Christmas weekend away last December where we filled a Youth 
Hostel in Dufton, with walks in the local area, which were enjoyed by all, 
despite the snow drifts. So much so that we’re going back again this year. We 
also had our annual ceilidh in February which was a sell out. At our AGM, we 
managed to secure two new members to the committee in the roles of Social 
Secretaries and we hope that this year there will be a lot more social events, 
which should hopefully help attract and keep more new members, as it is an 
important part of the club, especially with a lot of our members being new to 
the area and trying to build a new social life. 
 
Extra Curricular 
This year we have continued our relationship with Berghaus, with a third 
“focus group” event. This time they limited the numbers attending to 14 people 
and focused on footwear. The attending members all received some freebies 
for their time and contribution. Hopefully this relationship will continue over the 
next year as it appears popular with members, especially with the freebies! 
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Looking Forward 
With the new and existing committee members, we are hopeful of a good year 
with lots happening both walking and socially, and hopefully getting the 
membership more involved in the running of the club and contributing in 
maintaining an interesting and varied calendar for all to enjoy. 
 
Mark Harrison 
 
Ponteland Group  

The Sunday and Wednesday groups continued their normal pattern,with the 
Wednesday format of half day walks the most popular. The Sunday group 
needs more walkers. 
 
Considerable effort has been put into assisting with the Statement of Case 
against the proposed closure of a path at Morley Hill. by Newcastle C.C. 
 
Support has been given to Ponteland Town Council in the creation of a 
Footpath Users Group. Members of the group have conducted a detailed 
survey of all the Ponteland Parish footpaths,which have been passed to the 
County ROW officers for action as necessary. Overall,the Parish paths are in 
quite fair order. Support has also been given to a working party clearing 
overgrowth on the heavily used “old railway” bridle path that runs through the 
centre of Darras Hall Estate  
 
Colin Braithwaite  

 

Sunderland Group 

There has been good attendance on most of the walks with the numbers 
usually around 20-30 on the Wednesday walks and 12-20 on the Sunday 
walks. We have had a few new members and are considering what initiatives 
to take to increase the membership  
We have only had to cancel 2 walks because of the dreadful weather 
conditions in the winter and cold spring and managed to struggle through the 
mud on others.   
Quite a number of our members joined the St Cuthberts walk from Chester-le 
street to Durham on 20 March, the weather was not too good, a bit cold and 
drizzly  but we enjoyed the day and the new banner was taken up to the 
Cathedral 
We had a very enjoyable trip to Scotland in October with a party of about 40  
travelling to Dalmally  
Ten people attended a map-reading and compass course at Aykley Heads to 
improve their skills for being walk leaders and found it very informative and 
helpful. 
 

Gillian Darbyshire 
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Tyneside Group 

We have spent quite a lot of time this year considering our responsibilities 
towards each other whilst out walking and along with advice taken from the 
Ramblers Handbook, Tom Barber and Mark Jellett consolidated the ideas into 
‘Leaders and the Led’; copies of which were circulated around the coaches. 
On a similar theme one of the Walk Leaders on the Wednesday 10 o’clock 
coach recently posed the question to her group as to what they would do 
should she be the victim of an accident and they became ‘leaderless’. Apart 
from “Carry her to the nearest pub”, this promoted a very worthwhile 
discussion and stimulated good advice and thoughtful responses from both 
the group and the other Walk Leaders. All serious stuff but it hasn’t detracted 
from the wide variety of enjoyable walks that we’ve accomplished during the 
year - the variety of meadow flowers this summer has been particularly 
spectacular. The pattern of membership numbers within our group is 
interesting with quite a healthy ‘turn-out’ each week for the two Wednesday 
coaches but some decline in numbers for the Sunday groups. Various 
theories for this have been discussed from destinations too far away to “You 
can get there cheaper using your bus pass” but no clear reasons can be 
identified. Hopefully a recent burst of enthusiasm will encourage more Sunday 
walkers. There is certainly no lack of commitment and enthusiasm on the part 
of the Coach Secretaries and Walk Leaders. 
 
Gill Dallow 
 

Financial Report  

for the year ended 30th September, 2013. 

The surplus of £1,432 was mainly due to the decision not to post programmes 
and reports in July 2013, relying on the internet medium.  This has saved 
£1,000 in postage and printing and a further similarly large saving is 
anticipated in 2013/4. 
Walk training activity continued, with a net cost of £1,240. 
Group allocations, normally paid in August each year are higher, mainly 
because one group was not paid their due of £239 in August 2012 due to a 
mailing error.  This amount was paid in October 2013. 
Four groups already had sufficient funds and did not require grants in the 
year.  Other groups who needed funds were paid extra in the year.  This 
illustrates flexibility in the payments to groups. 
The accumulated cash surplus will be reduced by £3,000 as less funding was 
asked for as part of the current year’s budget exercise. 
The Area continues to pay annual subscriptions to the following bodies: 
Open Spaces Society 
Northumberland and Newcastle Society 
Council for National Parks 
Scottish Rights of Way and Access Society. 
The periodicals of these bodies are available for inspection or use at Area 
meetings. 
 
Arthur Quick 
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Accounts 

Income and Expenditure Account  

for the year ended 30th September 2013. 

     

Income 2013 2012  

 

Central office allocation to Area 9,854 9,766  

Training income    500     452 

Advertising income    760     800 

Current account interest         7         5 

Sundry income        0         50 

 

Total  income for the year  11,121 11,073 

 

Less Expenditure 

 

Rights of way (access and footpaths)    522    383 

Administration (officers’ expenses, room rents)    250    339 

Group Allocations 3,553 2,855 

Posting and printing of programmes, newsletters, 

and  Annual Report and accounts 3,536 4,686 

Training 1,740 1,365 

Subscriptions and donations       88       91 

 

Total expenditure for the year 9,689 9,719 

 

Surplus for the year 1,432 1,354 

 

BALANCE SHEET 

 

Opening cash balance 4,771 3,417 

 

Closing cash balance 6,203 4,771     

 

Arthur Quick 

 

Independent Examiner’s Statement 

Having carried out procedures in accordance with Area and Group Independent Examination 

Guidelines, I consider the Northumbria Area Accounts to have been properly prepared and 

give a true and fair view of the Area finances for the year ended September 30, 2013. 

Signed:    Kathryn Howard 

                 Highbury, Jesmond, Newcastle upon Tyne. NE2 3LN 

Date: 12th November, 2013 
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Honorary Area Officers  2013 

 

Chair Judith Taylor 

Vice-Chair Ann Key 

Treasurer Arthur Quick 

Secretary  Neil Allender 

Countryside Officer Gilbert Roberts 

Annual Report Editor Paul Roberts 

Access Officer Nuala Wright 

Rights of Way Coordinator Alan Mitcham 

Publicity and Literature Officer Ann Key 

Membership Officer Malcom McVey 

Walk Northumbria Editor Pat Jackson 

IT Officer Tony Royston & Tim 

McVey 

Media Officer Dave Turnbull 

Minutes Secretary Pauline Hawdon 

 

Individual Area Council Members 

Mr. W. Gallon 

Mr. R. Fletcher 

Mr Bob Hutchinson 

Mr M Nugent 

 

 


